EuroSeal
Antiquing Sealer
Description
Euroseal is a 100% Acrylic Polymer Sealer that is
applied over Europlast finish. Euroseal can also be
applied to cement stuccos, cementitious products,
Brick, Block, Stone and Acrylic finishes to provide an
“antique” or weathered appearance. It is highly
resistant to moisture and helps to shed water in
vertical wall applications while minimizing challenges
associated with efflorescence. High-Gloss Euroseal is
available for interior applications.

Color
Euroseal is available in clear and an unlimited
selection of semi-transparent colors. This product is
intended to create an old world or weathered look
while adding a striking characteristic to completed
walls. As such, application of Euroseal will give the
wall an uneven finished color.

Container
48 pounds net weight / 5-gallon pail
9 pound / 1 gallon pail

Use
Euroseal is designed primarily to be a concrete
sealer. If it is purchased tinted, Euroseal has a
unique ability to transform a standard wall finish into a
classic example of centuries old plaster. This semitransparent sealer is formulated to obtain an uneven
antiqued or “mottled” appearance over Europlast
finish. Euroseal also provides a highly water- resistant
surface that helps reduce dirt pick-up and control
efflorescence. Euroseal may also be applied to
properly cured Cement stucco, One-coat stucco,
Brick, Block, Stone, even painted textured surfaces.

Surface Preparation
Substrate must be fully cured, clean, dry, and free
from all loose or foreign materials prior to application.

Mixing
Using a jiffler type mixer, agitate Euroseal making
sure all pigments are evenly dispersed prior to use.
Do not introduce air into the product.

Clean-up
Water soluble when wet. Clean tools and equipment
with water immediately after use. Dried material is
very difficult to remove.

Adhesion
Excellent adhesion to properly prepared substrates.

Coverage
Approximately 800-1000 square feet per
5-gallon container, depending on substrate porosity &
application method.

Drying Time
Typical dry time is 24 hours, depending on climate.
Drying time can be greatly affected by low
temperatures and/or high humidity. Do not allow
product to freeze or allow exposure to rain while
drying. Allow additional time during humid and/or
cold temperatures.

Storage
Protect from freezing. Store in a cool, dry area tightly
sealed. Recommended storage temperature between
40-90F.

Shelf Life
One year, if protected from direct sunlight and
freezing temperatures.

Limitations
1. Ambient and surface temperatures must be
above 40F during application and drying
period.
2. Euroseal should never be used on horizontal
surfaces (exceptions – ceilings, soffits, etc.).
3. Product performance is directly related to
substrate integrity.
4. Euroseal is a vertical wall coating. Small
areas can be sloped; those surfaces shall be
minimum 4 in 12 pitch.
5. Never cover Euroseal with solvent based
materials.

Application
Euroseal may be applied by brush, roller, or
appropriate spray equipment. If using clear Euroseal,
the most popular method is spray applying the sealer,
then backrolling to ensure complete coverage. If
using a tinted sealer, then smooth roller application is
not recommended as the color usually darkens
significantly where lap marks occur (the severity of
the marks depends on the porosity of the substrate
and other factors). For tinted sealer application,
either a textured roller or “ragging” application
methods are used; product can be sprayed on with an
airless sprayer prior to those finishing techniques.

Manufacturer
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